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A CLASSICALTAX-SUBSIDY PROBLEM'
GERARD DEBREU
SUMMARY

Of Section 1: In the economic system 1 commodities (given quantities of

which are initially available) are transformedinto each other by n productionunits (the technologicalknowledgeof which is limited) and consumed by m
consumption-units(the preferencesof which are representedby m satisfaction
functions).
Of Section 2: Given a set of values (si, *

,

s, *

, Sm) of

the individual satis-

factions,the economicefficiencyof this situationis definedas follows:the quantities of all the availableresourcesare multipliedby a numbersuch that using
these new resourcesand the same technologicalknowledgeas before it is still
possible to achieve for the ith individual (i

=

1,

***,

m) a satisfaction at least

equal to si . The smallest of the numberssatisfying this conditionis p, the coefficient of resourceutilization of the economy in this situation2[3]; p equals
one for a Pareto optimal situation, is smallerthan one for a nonoptimalsituation. In the last case the loss of efficiencyis 1 - p; a more interestingquantity
(immediatelyderived from 1 - p) is the money value of the resourceswhich
might be thrown away while still permittingthe achievementof the same individual satisfactions.This latter quantity will be referredto as the economic
loss associated with the situation (s,

*,

Si,

...

, sm).

This definitionof the loss has been criticallycomparedin [3] with other definitions. We will only recall here that these took as a referencean arbitrarily
selected optimal state (which was, in the problemsof Sections 4-5, the initial
state); moreoverthey could associatewith two states of the system, where all
satisfactionswere the same,two differentvalues of the economicloss.3 The one
exceptionto which these criticismsdo not apply is the definitiongiven by M.
Allais [1] p. 638, but the latter rests on the arbitrarychoice of a particularcommodity.
The tastes, the technology,and the availableresourcesare fixed in this paper
Sm) of the individuallevels of satisfaction.
and p is thus a function p(s,, *
...

paper (based on Cowles Commission Discussion Paper, Economics No. 2020,
July, 1951) was presented at the Minneapolis Meeting of the Econometric Society, September, 1951. It was prepared as part of a research project on the theory of allocation of
resources conducted by the Cowles Commission for Research in Economics under contract with the RAND Corporation. It will be reprinted as Cowles Commission Paper,
New Series, No. 80.
The conception of this study goes back to my reading correspondence of 1946 between
M. Allais and H. Hotelling. I am very grateful to both of them for having made it available to me. I have also benefited greatly from the comments of M. Boiteux, T. C. Koopmans, and other Cowles Commission staff members and guests.
2 The number p is clearly independent of the arbitrary monotonic increasing transformations affecting the satisfaction functions.
3 The other definitions could also yield a positive loss for an optimal state and/or a negative loss for a nonoptimal state.
1 This
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Of Section3: The first and second differentials of this function play an essential role later on; they are calculated in this section.
Of Section4: We consider now as an initial state of the economic system a
Pareto optimal situation observed in a competitive market economy. In the
final state, which is in the neighborhood of the initial state, all consumptionunits maximize their satisfactions according to a certain price system but the
behavior of production units is entirely unspecified. Under these conditions one
obtains from the results of Section 3 the general approximation formula (14)
for the economic loss.
Of Section5: As an application we consider the case where a system of indirect taxes and subsidies is introduced in a Pareto optimal state of the economy
and we obtain the approximation formula (17) for the resulting economic loss.
The problem of the evaluation of this loss was first considered by J. Dupuit.
His work stimulated a large number of further studies which have been reviewed
by H. Hotelling in [5]. H. Hotelling himself bases his study on the assumption
that in the economic change which takes place the first differential of every
satisfaction vanishes, in other words that there are no (first order) income redistribution effects. Formula (17) then reduces to the much more simple formula
(18); the choice among the various definitions of the loss also becomes irrelevant
for these definitions practically all lead to the same result in this particular
case. Only in exceptional circumstances, however, will the income redistribution
effects of a system of indirect taxes and subsidies be of the second order.
The recent article [2] of M. Boiteux starts from a definition of the loss to
which several of the criticisms listed at the end of the summary of section 2
apply.
1.

THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM

The activity of the economic system extends over a finite number of consecutive time-intervals and takes place in a finite number of locations. A commodity
is characterized by its physical properties, the time-interval during which it is
available and the place at which it is available. There are altogether 1 commodities (goods or services,4 direct or indirect, etc.).
A consumption-unit is characterized by a subscript i (i = 1,
, i).
m Its activity is represented by a consumption vector xi of the 1-dimensionalcommodity
space RI; the components of xi are quantities of commodities actually consumed or negatives of quantities of commodities produced (for example, different
kinds of labor). The tastes of the consumption-unit are represented by a satisfaction function sj(xi), defined but for an arbitrary monotonically increasing
transformation. The total consumption-vector is x = Ei xi .
A production-unit is characterized by a subscript j (j = 1, *- *, n). Its activity
is represented by an input-vector yj of RI; the components of yj are inputs (net
quantities of commodities consumed) or negatives of outputs (net quantities of
commodities produced). The limitation of technological knowledge constrains
yj to satisfy the equation ej(yj) = 0 of the production surface. (We are not
4 Includingtransportation

services.
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concernedin this paper with technologicalinefficiencies,i.e., with points that
are above the productionsurfaces).The total input-vectoris y = Ej yj.
Finally, if z? is the utilizable physical resourcesvector (whose components
are the available quantities of each commodity),the total net consumptionof
the whole economicsystem must equal zo:x + y = zo. (We are not concerned
with free commoditiesfor which the total net consumptionwould be smaller
than the availablequantity.)
In a given state of the economysome componentsof xi are null (commodities
neither consumednor producedby the ith consumptionunit); throughoutthis
paperwe shall assumethat, in the neighboringstates of the economyconsidered,
the set of null componentsof xi is thesameas in the initial state. This assumption
is madeforalli = 1,***, m and similarlyfor all yj, j = 1, ..., n. R'(Rj)
denotes the subspaceof RI correspondingto the nonzerocomponentsof xi(yj);
the projectionof a vector such as p on R'(Rj) is denotedby pi(p'); xt(y')-stands
for x(ys).

Functions are supposedto be continuousand differentiablewhenevernecessary.
2.

THE COEFFICIENT

OF RESOURCE

UTILIZATION

An economic situation is defined by the values (si,

...,

sm) of the m satis-

factions. The efficiencyof this situation is measuredby p, the coefficientof resource utilization of the economic system [3], the smallest number by which
the quantitiesof all the availableresourcescan be multipliedwhile still permitting for every consumptionunit a satisfactionsi(xi) at least equal to si . Thus,
for an economicsystem whose technologyis describedby the n functionsej(y6)
and whose available resources vector is pzo,the situation (si, ***, sm) is optimal

(in Pareto's sense). Therefore, under suitable convexity assumptions, there
exists [3] an intrinsicprice vector p to which consumptionunits and production
units are adapted accordingto the familiar pattern (satisfactionmaximization
and profit maximization).In mathematicalterms, there exist a vector p, m
vectors xi, n vectors yj, m numbers &i and n numbers ii such that

(1)

si(xi) = si,

e1(9') =

0,

p-i

dej = j

-,

dsi

EixX

+ Ej yj = pzO.

The first and the third equationshold for all i, the second and the fourth for
all j. The same conventionwill be made for all equationsof this form.
The tastes (the m functions si(xi)), the technology (the n functions ej(yj)),

and the availableresources(z?)are fixed throughoutthis paper.p is thus a function p(si, ... , Sm) implicitly definedby (1).
The loss of efficiency associated with the situation (si,
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OF p

Let St be the hessian5matrix of si(xt), and similarlylet E' be that of ej(y').
Differentiate8all equationsof (1)
ds dt=dei
[ds . df' =

-.*dy ' = 0,

dsi,2

(2)

Stdx = ai dp' + p dai ,

E' dy'

=

ij dp' + pid j

Ji d1i + Ej dyj = z?dp.
From the third and fourthequationsof (1), designated(13)and (14), the firstand
second equations of (2), designated (21) and (22), become
zj(pi')'d' = 0.

ai(1p)'dx = dsi,

(3)

Premultiplicationof (25) by p' yields
P'ZEidi + p'

(4)

,j

dyj = p'zodp.

Since (pt)'dxi = p'dti and (p')'dy' = p'dyj, (3) and (4) give
p'z?dp

(5)

=

idsi.

o.i

The first differentialof p is thus known. To obtain the second differentialof p
we differentiate(5) to obtain
i'tz0d2p + dP'zodp

(6)

=

d2s; _ ds_d^i)

However,dp and d&iare not known and the rest of the present section is devoted to the solutionof this difficulty.
Rewrite (23) and (30) as follows:
t

F
==

[a

s$di _

p5dLt=

dpt

1
~~~~
,

where xi, xk are coordinates of xi.

Primed letters indicate transposes of matrices and for the inner product of two (column) vectors, u, v we use indifferently the notations u v and u'v. For a presentation of
differentials see, for example, [7].
6
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[i
If Es

the above system can be written

=
(Li)

0O

(7)

d's5,ie,

d&j

L
(~i)-l

DEBREU

d&i

iH [a]i

has the form (i)-'

=

[

i

=

E)ids

I

L

L&]

where 'y is a columnvector,ci a num-

>]

ber.7Therefore(72) is equivalentto
ti=Xidp'

(8)

{

+ lyi dsi

=i

|_ dai =

yt)tdpt+

i ds8

Let Xi be the 1 1 matrix obtainedby insertingin Xi rows and columnsof zeros
correspondingto the zero componentsof xi . Let -i be the 1 1 matrix obtained
by insertingsimilarlyzeros in 7'. It is clear that in (8), xi, xi, pi, 'yi can be replaced by xi, Xi, p, yi.

We add then all the equations (81) denoting by X = Ei Xi the aggregate
consumptionsubstitutionmatrix.
(9)

d=

Xdp

+

djs.
iUi

Since (23) and (31) are identical in form to
any calculation.
(10)

dy=

(24)

and

(32)

one obtains without

Y dp

where the aggregateproductionsubstitutionmatrix Y is derived from the E}
exactly as X is derived from the S4.

Let finally Z = X + Y be the aggregatesubstitutionmatrix; one obtains
by addition of (9) and (10) (See (25)).
(11)

Zdp-Zodp

_

i dsi

7The elementsof (Ei)-1 are familiarconcepts:yi is the derivativeaxilar of demanded
quantities xi with respect to income r when prices are constant; the elements of Xi are
the classical substitution terms; the equations of Slutsky amount to the remark that the
matrix Xi is symmetric, an immediate consequence of the fact that Si is symmetric; ci is
the only term of (1:9-1 which depends on the arbitrary monotonically increasing transformation affecting si(xi).
The convexity assumptions [3] underlying this study imply that Xi, Yi and therefore
X,Y,Z are semi-definite negative matrices.
Strict convexity must in fact be assumed here so that matrices such as (y )-1 may exist.
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All the terms of the right hand member are known; however the matrix Z is
singular and dp5is not uniquely determined (this was obvious a priori since p
is determined but for a multiplication by a positive number). Still two distinct
solutions (dp)' and (dp)2 of (11) give the same value for d2pin (6) (The value of
_

da-

is obtained from

(82)).

4. A GENERAL EXPRESSION OF THE ECONOMICLOSS

We consider as an initial state of the system a Pareto optimal situation (s8, * * , 0) observed in a competitive market economy (the superscript 0
shall refer to the initial point); equations (1) are therefore satisfied by the actually observed values po, x?, y?, o , E3 and by the value p0 = 113].
A new observed state of the system is characterized by the values of the observed quantities (denoted by non-barred letters). The new values (S1, ***, sm)
of the satisfactions determine, by means of equations (1), the values of the
quantities (denoted by barred letters) characterizing a certain hypothetical
state of the system. We must consider this hypothetical state in order to determine the value of p associated with the new observed state. At the initial point
the values of barred and non-barred letters are equal.
If p is the value of the coefficient of resource utilization for the new observed
is given by the development
state, the change Ap = p -p
Ap = dp + 12dp + *Since p0 = 1 is the maximum [3] of the function p(S, *,
Sm) under the constraints ej(yj) = 0 and x + y = zo, dp = 0 at the initial point. An approximation formula for Ap, based on the lowest order term of the above development,
is thus 12d2p,and the money value of the economic loss admits the approximation - 12po.z0d2p.
We assume that in every observed state of the economy, there is a price vector
p according to which every consumption-unit maximizes its satisfaction. Then,
as in (3), ds8 = p'dxi which yields after differentiation and summation over i
(12)

dp'dx + p'd2x=

(Li

2

Subtract (12) from (6) (remembering that at the initial point dp
letters coincide with non-barred letters).
(13)

p z0d2p-

[dp.dx + p? d2x]

Z

s (doi

(8) holds for non-barred as well as for barred letters, so

-

(82)

gives

d8i Ido-diA dsij_
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. = (dxi - Xidp)'. Denoting dt = dx - Xdp, we finally

obtain from (13)
(14)

-Y2p *z0d2p= -_2[dp*dx + po*d2x+ de.(dp

-

dp)].

The right-hand member is the general expression of the economic loss that
we sought. Every vector therein is an observedvector with the exception of dp
which is obtained (see (11) and (81)) as a solution of the equation
Zdp5= -d{.
(We emphasized at the end of Section 4 that any solution may be chosen.)
dt is the excess of dx, the actual variation of total consumption, over Xdp,
the variation which would take place if consumption-units were confronted
with the actual price change dp, while their satisfactions were all held constant.
If one assumes, as Hotelling does in [5], that in the actual change the first differential of every satisfaction vanishes (dsi = 0, i.e., p. dxi = 0 for all
i = 1, ...
n),8then dt = 0, and (14) takes a notably more simple form, already given by Allais [1] p. 616.
Zdp is the variation in the net consumption of the whole economy corresponding to the price change dp5when all satisfactions are held constant and all
production-units maximize their profits on the basis of p.
5.

APPLICATION

TO THE TAX-SUBSIDY

CASE

The initial state of the economy is the same as in section 49 and a system of
indirect taxes and subsidies is introduced.10Since in every observed state of the
economy every consumption-unit is adapted to the price system p, we can apply
formula (14) to the present particular case.
In a precise way, the amount t+ is paid by every production-unit for every unit
of the hth commodity (h = 1, ..., 1) which is an input and the amount th for
every unit which is an output. th or th-is positive for a tax, negative for a subsidy.11 The tax-subsidy system is thus represented by two vectors t+ and tin R1 . Its net return is redistributed to consumption-units in a way which is
left unspecified.
8

In generalit can only be said that p.dx = E

p.dx;= 0 since dp = 0.

9 Thus there may exist direct taxes of the following kind: a given (positive or negative)
0.
amount oEis paid by the ith consumption-unit and Et
1O
We might also consider the economy as partitioned into nations and introduce further
a system of tariffs (which is formally identical with a system of taxes on transportation
services). Formula (17) would then give an approximation of the economic loss for the set
of trading nations as a whole; however a tariff on a commodity is not, in general, a small
enough fraction of the price for that approximation to be satisfactory.
11These taxes and subsidies might as well be given in the form of percentages of the
prices.
It must also be remarked that proportional taxes paid by consumption units for the commodities that they buy (or sell like labor) are equivalentto the same taxes paid by production-units when they sell (or buy) those commodities.

O
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The productionfunction of the jth production-unitcan be written in the
form ej(y+, y7,) = 0 where the componentsof yt (y7) coincide with those of
yj when they are positive (negative) and are null otherwise.Let p be the price
system prevailingthroughoutthe economy.The jth production-unitbehaves as
if the prices of its inputs were actually (p + t+)j and the prices of its outputs
(p - C)'; since it maximizesits profiton the basis of the pricesystem p and the
tax-subsidysystem t+, t-, the relation
(15)

= 0

(p + t+)j-d(yt)' + (p -t-)j.d(y-)j

holds in every observed state of the economy. Denoting12q+ =
q= Ej y7 and summingthe equations (15) over j we obtain
(p + t+)-dq+ + (p

-

t)dq-

y),
YJ

= 0.

Differentiating,and noting that at the initial point t+ = 0 = t-, we obtain
(dp + dt+)-dq+ + (dp - dt) dq + p0-d2q+ + p0d2-

0.

Since q+ + q- + x = z?,
(16)

dt+ -dq+ -dt-

dq- = dp*dx + po-d2x.

(14) and (16) finally yield the approximationformulafor the money value of
the economicloss due to the tax-subsidysystem:
(17)

-2[dt+

dq+ -dt-

dq- + d - (dp

-

dp)].

Its interpretationis as follows:
is the amount of the tax (or subsidy)
Select any commodity,say the hth;dth+
is the variationof the
on a unit of the hthcommoditywhen it is an input; dq4+
gross input of the hth commodityfor the whole productionsector due to the
introductionof the tax-subsidy system. The products dth X dqh are formed
and added for all commodities.One proceedssimilarly to obtain dt--dq- and
so to obtain the first term
(18)

-2[dt+*dq+

-dt-

dq-]

to which (17) reduces when dsi = 0 for all i = 1,

,

m. The interpretation

of all the elements of the second term
(19)

-Y2d -(dp

-

dp)

has been given at the end of section 4.13

CowlesCommissionfor Researchin Economics
12

Note that q+ (qj) is different from y+ (yj) formed from y as y+ (yW)was formed from

13

The net return of the tax-subsidy system is q+ dt+ - q- dt.

yi
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